dealer-decorator - a talented hybrid: part-trader, part
interior designer, who not only supplies stellar pieces but
also conjures them into fresh, modern homescapes.
“Antiques are coming out of the closet and becoming
part of a contemorary language,” says Robert Young.He
and his French wife, Josyane, specialise in fine provincial
and vernacular furniture, including folk art and
Scandanavian painted pieces with - and this is their
trademark - sublime surface texture. They re-present
their sculptural finds in understated, modern interiors.
Sounds rustic, inexpensive? Think again. Many of their
discoveries are important historical pieces. One find,
an 18th-century painted chest on-stand made in the
Channel Islands in the style of Charles Guillam, a
much-admired and studied Jersey craftsman who
established a tradition of painted furniture in coastal
Connecticut, sold for £80,000.
One reason the Youngs’ clients (who range from tax
barristers to artisits) feel this kind of price is worth paying
is that they can be certain that what they get is well
researched and authentic. “When we buy, we’re obsessed
with things being right historically: the integrity of the the
objects,” says Robert. He began his career at Sotheby’s,
while Josyane studied at the V&A, and after three
decades of experience in the
trade, they are often invited
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a small part of the story for their
clients: “just because something’s
right, doesn’t make it interesting - it
has to have sex appeal too.” says
Josyane. “And we care desperately
about the juxtaposition of textures,”
adds Robert. Asked for an example of
something that has their perfect mix of history, texture
and sexiness, he replies: “Early primitive comb-back
Windsor chairs, with traces of original paint and
wonderful patina. They have a line and form and can be
viewed from all angles. Each one is different and has its
own personality.” (One pictured below).

and one can view their stock in their gallery in London.
but they will only work on three interior projects
concurrently.
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Just as the objects they hunt down are rarities,
decorators-dealers themselves are a scarce commodity,
and not entirely straightforward to engage. The Youngs
pop up at Masterpiece and some of the smarter US fairs,

